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Unit of 
Inquiry 

 

How the world works: Living things adapt to the seasons.  
YEAR LONG UNIT   
Days of the week, daily weather 
Seasons   

 

How the world works: Living things adapt to the seasons.  
 YEAR LONG UNIT  
Days of the week, daily weather 
Seasons How weather affects our choice of clothes and 
behavior Autumn 

How the world works: How the world works: Living things adapt 
to the seasons.  
YEAR LONG UNIT  
Days of the week, daily weather 
Seasons How weather affects our choice of clothes and 
behavior   Winter 

Unit of 
Inquiry  

Who We are: Individuals come together to form a learning 
community.  
Learning about ourselves, our families, similarities and 
differences   Role Play 

 

Who We are: Individuals come together to form a learning 
community.  
Learning about ourselves, our families, similarities and 
differences 
We like to do different things in the classroom and at home 
Link to Host Country 

Where We Are in Place & Time: Our World is made up of 
different places. Class Trips 
We do different things at different places 
We visit different places in Nanjing with our families. 
Link to Host Country e.g. Qi Xia Temple 

Language 
Arts 

Big Books, join in repetitive parts, chants, rhymes, songs. 
Develop listening skills, look at the person speaking, 
recognition of own name.  
Puppets  Role Play   Learning Centers 

 

Songs, craft activities, stories. 
Pre-writing skills Tracing letters, Fine Motor Skill development 
(cutting, gripping, pinching etc.)  
Role Play, puppets, looking at books    Learning Centers 

Songs, craft activities, stories. 
Pre-writing skills Tracing letters, Fine Motor Skill development 
(cutting, gripping, pinching etc.) 
Answering question, making predictions, role play. 

Mathematic
s  

Counting as a class   Color Days 
Counting songs and stories 
Data Handling-pictographs 
Sorting attributes 
Measurement- length/height / big small 
Number Recognition 

 

Counting as a class   Color Days 
Counting songs and stories 
Data Handling-pictographs 
Sorting attributes 
Measurement- length/height / big small 
Number Recognition 

Counting as a class   Color Days 
Counting songs and stories 
Patterns   Simple 2D shapes 
Counting on bead frame 
1 to 1 matching individually 
Measurement scales - light and heavy 
Capacity - explore - sand 

 
PE 

Gross motor skill development 
Athletics Day - running, jumping, throwing 
Swimming 
 

 

Gross motor skill development 
Obstacle courses with focus on: Balancing, Climbing, Jumping, 
Rolling 
Simple Games 
Swimming 

Gross motor skill development 
Basic Gymnastics - supports, jumps, rolls 
Ball skills - rolling, bouncing, throwing, catching, kicking 
Simple team ball game - tunnel ball 
Swimming 

Mandarin  
Vocabulary of weather, the days of week, seasons, nature. 
Clothes that we wear for different seasons and weather, 
activities we do.     YEAR LONG UNIT 

 
Vocabulary of weather, the days of week, seasons, nature. 
Clothes that we wear for different seasons and weather, 
activities we do.     YEAR LONG UNIT 

Vocabulary of weather, the days of week, seasons, nature. 
Clothes that we wear for different seasons and weather, 
activities we do.     YEAR LONG UNIT 

Mandarin  
 
 
 

Introduction & My Family: 
Courtesy words, numbers 1-10, name and age, appellations of family members. 

Introduction & My Family: 
Courtesy words, numbers 1-10, name and age, appellations of 
family members. 

Our School & Nanjing: 
Layout of the school; We do different things at school. 
The Chinese name of different places we visit in 
Nanjing e.g.: Qixia temple 
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Subject 
 21 

Chinese 
New 
Year 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28  29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 

Unit of 
Inquiry  

How the world works: Living things adapt to seasons   
 YEAR LONG UNIT  
Days of the week, daily weather 
Spring - class trip to see Plum Blossom 

How the world works: Living things adapt to seasons  
 YEAR LONG UNIT  
Days of the week, months of the year, daily weather 
Day and Night - animals, work people do 

How the world works: Living things adapt to seasons  
YEAR LONG UNIT 
Days of the week, months of the year, daily weather 
Summer  

 
Unit of 
Inquiry 

Where We Are in Place & Time: Our World is 
made up of different places. Class Trips  
We do different things at different places  
We visit different places in Nanjing with our 
families 
Link to Host Country 

How We Express Ourselves: People can express themselves in different ways. 
 Stories, songs, dance, painting, craft, art center, 
Feelings - how we behave.   PYP Production 
Art Exhibition 
  

Language 
Arts  

Big Books, repetitive verse, nursery rhymes- songs, craft 
activities, Pre-writing activities Tracing letters, Non-verbal 
communication  
"Reading" for enjoyment, role play, making predictions 
Asking questions, answering open ended questions 

Big Books, repetitive verse, nursery rhymes- songs, 
craft activities, Pre-writing activities Tracing letters, 
Non-verbal communication  
"Reading" for enjoyment, role play, making 
predictions 
Asking questions, answering open ended questions 

Big Books, repetitive verse, nursery rhymes- songs, 
craft activities, Pre-writing activities Tracing letters, Non-
verbal communication  
"Reading" for enjoyment, role play, making predictions 
Asking questions, answering open ended questions 

Mathematics  

Counting as a class   
Counting songs and stories 
Patterns   Simple 2D shapes 
1 to 1 matching  
Ordinal number- 1st/2nd/3rd  

 
Counting as a class Individual counting and 1 to 1 matching 
Counting songs and stories 
2D shapes - songs stories craft explore 3D 
Measurement scales  
 

Counting as a class 
Individual counting and 1 to 1 matching 
Sorting and AB patterns 
Counting songs and stories 
Revision 

 
PE 

Gross motor skill development 
Ball skills - Gym - rolling, throwing, kicking 
Movement - dance    
Minor games- Duck Duck, What’s the Time... 
Swimming 

Ball skills - Gym - rolling, throwing, kicking 
Movement - dance    
Minor games- Duck Duck, What’s the Time... 
Swimming 
 

Ball skills - Gym - rolling, throwing, kicking 
Movement - dance    
Minor games- Duck Duck What’s the Time... 
Swimming 
 

Mandarin  
Vocabulary of weather, the days of week, seasons, nature. 
Clothes that we wear for different seasons and weather, 
activities we do.     YEAR LONG UNIT 

Vocabulary of weather, the days of week, seasons, 
nature. Clothes that we wear for different seasons 
and weather, activities we do.     YEAR LONG UNIT 

Vocabulary of weather, the days of week, seasons, 
nature. Clothes that we wear for different seasons and 
weather, activities we do.     YEAR LONG UNIT 
 

Mandarin  

Our School & Nanjing: 
Layout of the school; We do different things at 
school. The Chinese name of different places 
we visit in Nanjing e.g.: Qixia temple 

My Body & feelings:  
Main body parts, colors and express our  feelings.  

My Body & feelings:  
Main body parts, colors and express our feelings.  

 


